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Is “loving everyone” really possible, as the title of Michael J. Chase’s new book suggests? The
answer may surprise you, as he chronicles his journey toward enlightenment, gaining insight
from a very unlikely source – a four-legged guru named Mollie, who happens to be the most
lovable yet mischievous dog in the world. In his attempt to understand her ability to
unconditionally love all, Chase begins to see the world through his best friend’s eyes, especially
during their morning walks. Mollie’s hilarious antics and maddening behavior ultimately lead to
profound insights learned at the other end of the leash.Written with heart and sidesplitting
humor, this one-of-a-kind true story of friendship and a divine albeit outrageous dog delivers on
its promise to reveal a pathway toward enlightenment . . . and brings each of us one step closer
to loving everyone.



Praise for The Radical Practice of Loving Everyone“I believe that animals are on the planet so
that we can know love and compassion. We are profoundly connected to our pets more than we
are usually aware of, and Michael J. Chase captures that love in The Radical Practice of Loving
Everyone. I happily endorse this book!”—Louise L. Hay, author of the international bestseller You
Can Heal Your Life“I love this book! It’s filled to the brim with gracious wisdom that’s woven into
wonderful, heartfelt stories. As you read Michael Chase’s well-crafted words, you will find
yourself laughing, nodding with pleasure, and even slapping your sides … as the gateway to
‘loving everyone’ opens wide and deep.”—Denise Linn, best-selling author of Sacred Space and
Soul Coaching“The Radical Practice of Loving Everyone is exuberant, hilarious, and thought
provoking. It is an observation of the qualities that earn dogs ‘best friend’ status and make us
feel so good. More important, it’s a reflection on how dogs can inspire us to be good, or at least
better, human beings than we otherwise might.”—Anita Coupe, chair, board of directors of The
Humane Society of the United States (2008–2012)“I was in tears in the Prologue and laughing
out loud in Chapter One. That’s when I knew I was going to love this book! Indeed, Michael J.
Chase has entertainingly captured not just the love affair we have with our dogs, but why we’d
do well to give up self-help books and guru sessions in favor of studying our canines. Mollie is an
utter delight, as are the lessons we learn from her through Michael’s eyes.”—Jeannette Maw,
master certified coach and founder of Good Vibe Coaching“I am thrilled that Michael Chase has
written another book! The purity of the message will stir your soul, and most important, open
your heart to everyday opportunities that can ignite within you an unconditional love for all.”—
Annie Burnside, award-winning author of Soul to Soul Parenting“This is a real treat for dog lovers
interested in digging deeper into how to live and love with a pure heart. Don’t confuse this with
the other dog books out there, because there’s no comparison. I highly recommend it! Get a few
copies to share with the rest of your pack.”—Kat Jaibur, writer and founder of Tiny Changes“This
book brought tears and laughter to my soul, and for all who read it, it will show the sheer
pleasure of man’s best friends and the joy they bring to our lives.”—Vicki Monroe, Spirit
Messenger and author of Understanding Spirit, Understanding Yourself and Voices From
Heaven“A big thank-you to Michael and Mollie for letting us join them on their adventures. From
around the neighborhood to the path of enlightenment, The Radical Practice of Loving Everyone
teaches us that we only need a compass of love to fully enjoy the journey.”—Karen C. Auld,
founder, Society of Ultimate Living“Two paws up! You will love Mollie. You will laugh at Michael
and Mollie’s adventures. You will learn about the simplicity of life through the perspective of the
world’s greatest teacher: man’s best friend.”—Oie Osterkamp, author, speaker, founder of , and
executive director of the Ronald McDonald House of Durham“Perspective and life lessons from
a dog? Thank you, Michael J. Chase, for being smart enough to learn—and kind enough to share
—something so simple. Once again, you’ve served us with compassion and altruism. Thank you
for writing this brilliant book.”—Scott Wittig, inspirational speaker and author of Holy It! and The



Second Day“This book gleans wisdom from great spiritual teachers on how to transform our
lives through deeper understanding, compassion, and love. Chase’s life shines as a model of
one person’s dedication to inspiring kindness throughout the world.”—Carlotta Girouard, MPP,
co-founder of the Evergreen Institute for Wellness
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PrologueBy day’s end, her ears throbbed. The sound of clanging food dishes and slamming
metal doors was agonizing. She never understood why everything had to be so loud. The keys
swinging from the tall, lanky man’s belt especially tortured her. His familiar shouts of, “Eat and
shit! That’s all you guys ever do—eat and shit!” were frequently heard up and down the hallway.
That, coupled with the incessant barking of her cell mates, made her sometimes feel as if the
ability to hear was a curse. She curled up into a corner and placed her oversized paws on her
head, hoping to drown out the clamor.Only one person seemed to know how to make the noises
go away: the lady who flipped the three switches next to the escape door. This late-day activity
caused the racket to stop, but it also made everything go dark. Instantly. At first, the silence that
followed the darkness was comforting, but it also meant no food, colder floors, and mustering
the patience to wait for the morning rituals: a bowl of dry kibble followed by the arrival of
visitors.Everything was different when the visitors were there. Loud voices became softer, cells
were cleaner, and the man with 30 keys no longer yelled about eating and shitting. Once he even
smiled. Everyone acted friendlier during these visits—the cell mates and especially the guards.
These were the only times that made sense; they reminded her of why she’d been born. Some
prisoners had been there too long and had forgotten … but not her. She knew. Although she was
only eight weeks old, her little soul understood the significance of these meetings. One chance
encounter could change everything. One deep connection would offer her the chance to fulfill
her destiny. And one visitor’s choice to set her free would end the suffering, revealing the very
purpose of her life—to teach the world how to love everyone.

IntroductionMost spiritual seekers know that unconditional love is the foundation for achieving
enlightenment. But as someone who’s been on “the path” for a very long time, I’ll admit that I
sometimes wonder: Is it really possible to love everyone in today’s world? Loving most, that’s
viable—but everyone? Over the years, I’ve read hundreds of self-empowerment books and tried
a variety of methods that focused on how to accomplish this … but it still remained a mystery to
me.Since the answer was unclear, I decided to ask a new question. Instead of focusing on how, I



began to ask, Who? Who do I know that exudes the qualities of a great spiritual master—a
person who lives in the present moment, is detached from the material world, embraces
simplicity, has the joyful heart of a child, and loves without condition? Being surrounded by so
many deep and philosophical friends, I figured there must be someone in my life with these
traits. For days I reflected on this question. I knew that there had to be someone I’d met who
radiated unconditional love. Then, when I least expected it, something miraculous happened: the
answer I had been searching for literally walked up to me and … licked my face.Meet Mollie—an
unusual and unruly standard poodle who looks more like a disheveled sheepdog than a
purebred. She is 50 pounds of fluffy love. Even though she’s been my constant companion over
the past eight years, I didn’t realize that she has been the who and the how I had been searching
for all along. Looking back, I now see that her lessons have shown me that it is possible to live
with a heart wide open—even in today’s modern and sometimes unkind world. Each day I
witness this phenomenon as she greets family, friends, and especially complete strangers with
warmth and enthusiasm. No fear. No judgment. And no worries about what others may think of
her crazy hair and zest for life—only love and affection toward all.This book is a unique look into
the soul of one four-legged guru who demonstrates the characteristics needed to love everyone.
The following true stories share our journey together and my own attempt to emulate the very
qualities that allow Mollie to live as an enlightened being.That being said, Mollie is no angel.
Unconditionally loving, yes. Well behaved … not always. She is an unusual creature. Her ability
to send me from blissed to pissed (and vice versa) is an extraordinary talent. In Part I, I tell the
story of how I met Mollie and try to explain her exasperating behavior—sometimes hysterical,
often frustrating, yet in the end enlightening. In Part II, I share our adventures together, most of
which happened during the summertime while I was writing this book. In these chapters, I begin
to recognize the spiritual lessons she offers, as well as insights learned from the other “gurus”
we’ve met along the way. Part III summarizes our journey together and my new approach to life,
love, and what matters most. By actually living out Mollie’s four-legged approach to
enlightenment, I can tell you that everything and everyone now looks completely different to me
—and by the end of this book, I am certain that you’ll feel this way, too.Nineteenth-century
American humorist Josh Billings once said, “A dog is the only thing on earth that loves you more
than he loves himself.” Perhaps this is because dogs have no sense of self, therefore making
selfish behavior inconceivable. They also seem to understand the primary reasons for why they
exist—to bring joy and love to the lives of others. These twin purposes are also human nature. It
makes no difference whether you are a person standing upright or a four-footed creature happily
chasing Frisbees in the backyard. I believe that we all emanated from a source that loves
everyone. Maybe the result of spelling dog backward is no coincidence after all.

PART IIn the Beginning Was the Word … and the Word Was Dog

Chapter 1The Cookie ThiefShe looked like a Tasmanian devil, spinning recklessly and carving



her way through freshly fallen snow. My two friends and I, on the other hand, looked like The
Three Stooges, slipping and sliding down the driveway as Mollie zigzagged between us. We
circled, dove at her, and even yelled out the magic words, “Come get a cookie!” Nothing worked.
As my wife, Cara, looked down from the third-floor window of our apartment, I knew I was a dead
man. The mother of all Mollie incidents was unfolding, and Cara had a bird’s-eye view.I had just
broken rule number one—never let Mollie off her leash. The truth is, I had done it countless
times (not to my wife’s knowledge), and, eventually, I’d get Mollie to come back to me. Not today.
I assumed the deep snow would have corralled her—or at the very least slowed her down. I was
wrong. She was now sprinting like a dog that had just gulped down a double espresso.After
doing several laps around Larry, Curly, and me, Mollie became bored. She needed a bigger
challenge, and hearing the UPS truck pull into the driveway across the street stopped her dead
in her tracks as her head swung around. Then, as if someone had fired a starter gun at a
marathon, she was gone! In a split second, Mollie’s powerful legs were pumping, launching her
body down the driveway. Her oversized ears flapped in the wind as if they were wings propelling
her through the cold December air.She charged past the UPS truck and went straight for our
neighbor’s backyard. Running full speed, she plowed the fresh snow with her nose. Her face,
now frosted in white, had a perfect Santa beard surrounding her frozen snout. As if on a stage,
she would occasionally stop long enough to make sure her audience was watching. The
slightest attempt on my part to get close only sent her farther away. I swear she was laughing at
me as she pranced around the yard.Thankfully, we knew that these particular neighbors would
never hear the commotion. Now in their mid-80s, the four-foot-something Greek sisters “…
couldn’t hear a dump truck driving through a nitroglycerin plant” (to quote one of my favorite lines
from National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation). They are the sweetest ladies you’d ever meet but
completely oblivious to anything happening outside of their kitchen, especially when The Price
Is Right is on TV.While we continued chasing Mollie through the backyard, the UPS driver
attempted to make his delivery. It took several tries, but after pounding on the door while
simultaneously ringing the doorbell, he had finally managed to get the attention of our neighbors.
At this point, the driver balanced the sisters’ extravagant Christmas gift—a new, 60-inch flat-
screen TV—that was now wedged between his body and the porch railing. Slowly shuffling to
the door, both women peered out the window. Seeing a nice-looking man dressed in brown, they
unlocked the door. Click. Mollie’s ears perked up. Her eyes widened. And I said to myself, “Oh
shit … she’s going in.”We tried to stop her, but once again Mollie darted between our
outstretched hands, this time racing straight for the front steps. As the UPS driver tried to
maneuver the TV inside, my friends and I frantically yelled, “Close the door! Close the door!”
Looking back at us with confusion, he said, “Whaaat?” We screamed again, “The door … close it
… quick!” But it was too late. He had no clue that there was a 50-pound snowball coming straight
at him. When Mollie dove through the gap between his legs, he finally realized what the shouting
was all about. I couldn’t believe my eyes as I watched her tail disappear around the corner and
out of sight. Mollie was now inside the house, and there was no telling what would happen.By



the time I made it to the front door, Mollie was long gone. Red faced and out of breath, I made
my way into the kitchen. One of the sisters was sitting at the table while the other leaned on the
counter. A tiny, 13-inch TV to their left blared, “Come on dooowwwn! You’re the next contestant
on The Price Is Right!” They definitely needed a new TV.I was totally embarrassed but had to
ask: “Uh … hi there … did you see a dog come through here?”The woman at the table looked up
at me, smiling and with no concern whatsoever. Cookie crumbs covered her lips. Her sister
turned away from the TV and said, “Oh, she’s just beautiful.”I waited for more information, but
that was it. So I spoke again: “Thank you. But do you happen to know which way she may have
gone?”Again, she reiterated, “What a pretty dog you have.”In my head I was screaming, Holy
crap, lady! Mollie is going to tear your freakin’ house down! But instead, I took in a deep breath
and calmly said, “Okay. I think I’ll just take a look around.”The house wasn’t very big—just large
enough for a delinquent poodle to hide in. I started calling out, “Mooollliiie, where are you? Come
on, girl. Do you want a cookie?” Nothing. I looked up the stairs leading to the bedrooms. I called
her name again, “Mollie, come get a cookie!” There was still no sign of her. I began to walk down
a long hallway covered in ’70s shag carpeting. Looking down, I found my first clue. Crumbs.
There were just a few at first, but the farther I walked, the thicker the trail became. Small crumbs
turned into large, gooey chunks. The evidence was everywhere. I soon discovered why Mollie
hadn’t responded to the treats I offered—she’d found her own.The trail ended at a five-foot-high,
plastic Christmas tree with Mollie lying underneath, head buried between the presents. Saliva-
soaked wrapping paper and half-eaten cookies covered the living room floor. Despite my
entrance, she continued shredding through bags of home-baked gifts. “Mollie!” I screamed. She
looked back at me, smiling, with globs of biscotti stuck to her teeth. She obviously had not read
the tags marked DO NOT OPEN UNTIL DECEMBER 25TH. I was horrified. She had just
destroyed at least several days’ worth of baking and over a dozen Christmas gifts.While in the
middle of saying “You little …” I quickly swallowed the last part of my sentence when the sisters
walked into the room. Mollie’s sugar-and-flour-laced tongue dangled from the side of her mouth.
Busted. There was no denying what had happened. Looking back at the women, I grabbed
Mollie by the collar, trying to find the right words to express how sorry I was. But before I could
say a thing, the oldest sister joyfully exclaimed, “Oh, look how much she likes my cookies! What
a gooood girl!”Her sister beamed back, “Yes, she loooves them—give her some to take home!”
They smiled and laughed while I sighed with relief, thankful that neither of them indicated that
they’d be taking us to canine court.As usual, Mollie had gotten off easy. But it would be a
different story for me—my judge, jury, and executioner all rolled into one was still waiting for me
across the street. And as I walked back toward my own doghouse, I fantasized about tying a red
bow around Mollie’s neck and asking the UPS driver, “How much would it cost to ship a poodle
to the North Pole?”

Chapter 2The Rescue MissionThe anticipation of this day was greater than any I could recall in
years. It was October 9, 2004. After spending weeks researching online and begging my wife,



“Can we pleeeease get a dog?” I had finally found a place that had the breed and color options
we were looking for. At first, Cara was hesitant about owning a “Fifi” dog, but I assured her that
not all poodles look like the ones they train for the circus—if you let their hair grow out evenly,
they actually look more like a teddy bear than a show dog. We also knew that because of my
allergies, a hypoallergenic pet with the least amount of dander was our sole choice.Being an
only child, my son, Alex, envisioned a puppy as a new baby brother or sister. Being an
outdoorsman, I fantasized about having a new fishing buddy. And being a realist, my wife simply
hoped that she wouldn’t be the one doing the work. Feeding, walking, brushing, and training
would soon become added tasks to our already busy life. But I promised Cara that most of the
puppy chores would be mine—especially keeping the yard clear of land mines!Finally, the day I’d
been waiting for had arrived. There was an indescribable feeling of excitement in the car. After a
four-hour drive into the boondocks, we were now just moments away from what was sure to be a
magical land of dancing dogs. I’d pictured it all day—a wave of puppies would rush toward our
car, wagging their tails, leaping and welcoming us to their country home. My mind raced with
potential name choices and the thought of all the new toys we could buy. I’d also need to buy a
doggy life-vest. Fishing season wouldn’t end for another seven weeks, and I couldn’t wait for my
new friend to join me on the water.Driving through the front gate, I was beside myself, perhaps
even a little giddy. We had arrived! But, as we turned the corner and pulled up to the building …
my heart immediately collapsed into my stomach. I was in total disbelief. Looking over at Cara, I
could see that she felt the same way. Her expression appeared to say, “Turn the car around right
now.”The breeder’s place looked more like a prison camp from a war movie than the “Disney
World for dogs” impression given on the website. Broken-down cars and dilapidated sheds were
everywhere. Children with no shoes ran amok. A rusty chain-link fence surrounded dozens of
barking hostages. Each one’s insistent yelp seemed to cry out the same thing: “Get me the hell
outta here!” The focal point of the compound, a large, blue-and-gray building, had the genuine
look and feel you’d expect from a penal complex. It soon became obvious that this facility had all
the components of a puppy mill—a breeding operation where profits take precedence over the
dogs’ welfare. What was supposed to be an adoption now felt more like a rescue mission.An
elfin, barefoot guard quickly brought us to the warden, who interestingly enough had the same
characteristics as the prisoners. Her elongated nose and round eyes were surrounded by a
1980-something-looking perm, which hung loosely in her face. As she extended her hand to
welcome us, I had mixed feelings. I desperately wanted to bring home a new puppy, but seeing
these horrible conditions brought out the skeptic and judgmental tendencies in me. Over and
over I thought, I don’t trust this lady who’s responsible for this filthy establishment. I especially
disliked the idea of giving her our hard-earned money and wondered if this whole operation was
even legal.As unsettling as it was to see the grounds outside, the inside was much worse. As we
walked through the building, we noticed that the prisoners, separated by color, were surrounded
by concrete walls and thick metal bars. Each cell block held dozens of black, white, and gray
pups, and even a handful with reddish coats. Big, wide eyes peered out from between the bars,



gazing deep into the soul of anyone who dared to make eye contact. Immediately, I started to
fantasize about doing a Rambo-like mission—sneaking in late at night, opening the gates, and
setting them all free.Earlier in the week, Cara had explained our dog preferences over the phone
to the owner. She knew we wanted a standard (the largest of the breed) and, if possible, the less-
common apricot color we’d seen online. Understanding our wishes, she guided us to a small
room, which emitted the sounds of a canine choir. As we walked through the door, eight whirling
balls of fur immediately greeted us. The sight of them would have melted the iciest of hearts and
brought the toughest guy to his knees. While they danced around our feet, Cara looked at me,
and we both had the exact same thought: How will we ever choose?Seeing these puppies
brought on a feeling of excitement … but also a bit of dread. The thought of leaving any of them
behind in these miserable conditions was quite disheartening. We knew we could only choose
one. But how? They were all so damn cute! My son and I quickly became fixated on one little guy
who was pure energy—ears flapping, tail wagging, the whole bit. He seemed perfect. Bouncing
from wall to wall, he appeared to be saying, “Look at me! Look at me! I am soooo much fun!” We
were hooked.Cara, however, was not as interested in our selection. She’d noticed that there was
a red-haired loner sitting under a chair. What we thought was a choice between eight actually
turned out to be nine. And unlike the wild guy Alex and I were playing with, this tiny pup was
bashfully hiding from everyone in the room. She even looked downright depressed. The only
things more pitiful than her droopy ears were her sad brown eyes.Bending down with
apprehension, my wife gently picked up number nine and placed it on her lap. While caressing
the puppy’s head, Cara looked at the warden and asked, “Is there anything wrong with this one?
She seems sad.” In a nonchalant tone, the woman slowly replied, “Oh, her … she’s just a little
dim. Her lightbulb will come on in a week or so.” Having heard that, Cara’s motherly instincts
kicked in. She wouldn’t even look at the others. She was determined to save number nine, and a
duel was about to begin.It was my high-energy pup versus her slowpoke—mine was regular and
hers was decaf. Their personalities were like night and day. Alex and I argued that we wanted a
playful puppy, not a dud, but Cara was only interested in a sweet little girl to sit on her lap and
spoil. For several minutes we argued our cases back and forth. It was a dead heat. But this
seemingly impossible decision was about to be made for us. Not by a coin toss or the warden’s
input, but rather, by my very own contender. The dog Alex and I had chosen suddenly stopped
running so he could go. And go. And go. We all stood there in shock. There was obviously
something wrong with him. My wife saw this incident (or accident) as a sign and took it as an
opportunity to close the deal. As the prison guards mopped up the runny evidence, Cara gently
placed her tiny friend into my arms. The warm sensation of puppy breath on my skin had me
against the ropes, but I wasn’t giving in. Male dogs are more playful, I erroneously thought.
Besides, I was sure that my guy only needed a little doggie Pepto-Bismol. I continued to stand
my ground even when Cara’s choice pressed her nose up to my chin. I was thoroughly
convinced that there was no way I could lose this battle … until I made the ultimate rookie
mistake—I looked down into her soft brown eyes. That was all it took. My heart instantly melted.



Seconds later, my nose was buried in her fur as I was kissing the top of her head, talking to her
the way a parent gushes over a new baby. It was official: I was now head over heels in love with
number nine, and she was going home with us. To this day, I’m still not sure who picked whom… .

Chapter 3One Sick PuppyAfter much deliberation, we decided to call her Mollie. And as proud
parents, we did what all others do—we put her on display for everyone to see. During the first
few days, we e-mailed photos to family and friends, paraded her throughout the neighborhood,
and pretty much turned our life into one big show-and-tell. Each day became a new opportunity
for us to brag that we had the world’s cutest puppy.There was no denying that Mollie was
adorable. She turned heads everywhere she went. But after the first week had gone by,
something didn’t seem right. Her “lightbulb,” as the breeder had put it, was yet to come on. We
thought she’d be a bit more energetic at this point, but that wasn’t the case. Rather than play with
the 50 toys (I’m only slightly exaggerating) we’d purchased for her, Mollie would sit quietly by
herself under the kitchen table leaning on her “kickstand,” which is what we nicknamed her back
right leg, because it often served as the primary support for her body as she sat, tilting to one
side. It was a sad sight.Shortly after we brought Mollie home, she was scheduled to get her first
set of shots. In the waiting area of the vet’s office, she sat quietly on Cara’s lap. When it was her
turn, Cara placed Mollie on the examination table. Within minutes of meeting Mollie, the doctor
said, “Something isn’t right here. A puppy shouldn’t be this lethargic.” The concern in his voice
immediately made us feel anxious. The doctor decided that Mollie was too weak to receive her
shots and that we should wait a few days to see if she might be coming down with something.
We were devastated. Seeing her sad little face broke our hearts. Our new dog wasn’t “dim”; she
was sick.At the same time, I also had a few health issues of my own to deal with. Ever since
returning from puppy prison, my allergies had gone ballistic on me. The sneezing was
uncontrollable, and my bloodshot eyes made me look as if I had a serious drug problem—which,
in reality, I did! My problem, however, was that I couldn’t find a drug that worked! Each day, I tried
new antihistamines and sucked on my steroid inhaler. My sinuses were a complete mess, but it
was my asthma that had everyone concerned.A few years before, I’d had a near-death
experience due to a severe asthma attack. As a result, I’d been forced to take my breathing
problems much more seriously. After visiting my doctor for my current condition, she offered me
a cure … but I declined. She said that only one thing would make all of my miseries go away: get
rid of Mollie. Upon hearing my doctor’s recommendation, Cara kindly told me, “You’ll live in the
basement before that happens.” I don’t think she was joking.The next week was filled with more
of the same—nothing helped my allergies, and Mollie was still quite frail. It was frustrating, but all
we could do at this point was take the situation one day at a time. Despite continued health
problems, I was excited to have my favorite fall pastime to look forward to: watching my beloved
Boston Red Sox in the playoffs. Like most New Englanders, I’d spent much of my life as a
devoted, glutton-for-punishment, wait-until-next-year fan. To follow the Red Sox is to embrace
the teachings of the Buddha and the first of the Four Noble Truths: that life is inherently full of



suffering. Each October as the playoffs rolled around, I hoped and I prayed; but in the end, the
Sox always let me down. The 86-year-old curse that had denied them a World Series title was
still intact, and the fall of 2004 seemed to be no different. As usual, they were blowing it.On
October 16th, the Buddha’s wisdom rang especially true, as things for Mollie and the entire Red
Sox Nation went from bad to worse. During game three of the American League Championship
(a 19-8 thrashing of the Sox by the New York Yankees), Cara noticed that something was wrong
with Mollie—very wrong. Her tiny body was shaking as she whimpered pitiful noises of distress.
She’d been quiet for days, but this episode was unlike anything we’d seen. After contacting a
late-night emergency clinic, we were soon in the car, exceeding the speed limit to cut time from
our drive. Mollie’s motionless body now lay curled up on Cara’s lap as we prayed the whole way
there. It was obvious to us that her health, like that of her littermates, had been severely
compromised by starting her life in such an unsanitary environment.After finally arriving and
filling out the required paperwork, the three of us went through the agonizing process of waiting.
It made no difference whether you were a bulldog filled with porcupine quills or a little poodle
puppy with the shakes; you had to wait. Each passing moment felt like an hour. To make matters
worse, the TV was on, rubbing the Red Sox’s embarrassing loss in our face. The next night
would have them facing an elimination game—no team had ever come back to win a playoff
series after being down three games to one. “You guys suck,” I muttered under my breath. The
lowly Red Sox were now the least important thing in my life, so I decided to stop wasting my
prayers on them and instead turn my attention to Mollie. She needed it more. Only this time I was
going to ask for a full-blown miracle… .
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Jean Walters, “Viewing life from love. Michael j Chris chase speaks from his heart in this book. I
think of Only as a metaphor for that within us that reminds us that we can always choose love
with and as we do that we are spiritually free. I love the idea that we might be on vacation here in
the earthand on our way back home. A great way to look at this adventure.”

Anne Morgenthal, “Doggie Nirvana. Be ready to fall in love with Molly, author Michael J. Chase's
poodle, who becomes an unlikely accomplice in her companion's endeavor to achieve
enlightenment. Molly is a mischievous, head strong guru dog whose unique practice of
unconditionally loving everyone opens up Michael, founder of The Kindness Center, to the
possibility that this state of grace can happen for humans if they would only pay attention to how
their dogs relate naturally to the people around them. Molly and Michael's journey of discovery
occurs through the telling of their adventures in stories that will make you laugh and cry. If you
love dogs and spirituality, turn off the computer, silence your cell, and find a comfortable spot to
immerse yourself into a tale of a man and his dog and their search for nirvana.”

Linda Mitchell, “Take a walk with Mollie, you will be glad you did!. Well Michael Chase has done
it again. He bared his soul in his first book, Am I Being Kind by allowing the reader to come into
the depths of his soul and to experience through his words the sadness of his life that gave him
the insight to write this poignant story.Now with the antics of dear sweet crazy and totally loving
Mollie he once again has the reader drawn into his life in such a way that you feel you are there.
Along with him on his walks, you hear every crunch of the leaves under his feet, you smell the
freshness of the rain, you cringe at the stink of the garbage trucks and you laugh, cry and
ponder each and every story that Mollie is the star of. Michaels friends become your friends,
Michaels pain becomes your pain and Mollie's unconditional love becomes part of your heart
and soul!Michael carries his readers into the situations in a way that has such a strong
association to what has happened to him. Mollie is the sweet and loving pup, but she is also so
much more! She is the loving family member that we love but makes us crazy, we cherish but
makes us angry, we adore but we can't understand, that continues on her very own path and
guides us that way until we finally realize this IS WHAT IT IS ABOUT!Michael keeps his reader
embracing this beautiful book by adding in other experiences in his life, both positive and not so
much so that his reader is not feeling like they are being preached to, the reader is totally
captivated by the metamorphosis of Michael, through Mollie, through his lessons in life and
through the pains of hurt of situations that still sting so deep for him.Michael gives of himself in a
way no other writer does. He brings you into his soul and you learn with him, through him by
association, by laughter and tears and most of all by loving Mollie, loving him, loving his beautiful
wife Cara.This book is for every animal lover, every dog owner, every person who has every hurt
inside and most of all every person that yearns to embrace a level of love in their life that allows



them peace.Thank you Michael Chase for showing this world a way to embrace love in such a
simple way, through the eyes and heart of what we have always know as Man and Women's best
friend!Thank you Mollie for choosing Michael and Cara and for being such a fun character of this
book! You are a gem!!!”

Filomena Giannico, “A FUN READ FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY. I am a single mother of three
boys, ages 10-14. We always select a book over the summer for our private "Book Club". This
summer, we chose, "The Radical Practice of Loving Everyone". We loved it! Having a dog that is
just a little "different" at times, I am always intrigued by what Steve (our dog) really wants when
he behaves in certain ways. We will often laugh, or become frustrated with, all the many ways of
Steve. So, we were delighted and amused to read Michael J. Chase's book about Mollie and her
way of living and teaching! We laughed out loud and talked about so many different things that
may not have come up before regarding the way we live our lives, or the way we live with
others.It was interesting to hear what they all picked up from it at their ages, and what I learned
from it. I was encouraged by what Mollie brought up in each of them, and how they applied it to
where they are in life. It is funny to hear how they explain to others about "this book they are
reading about a dog who helped its owner on the road to enlightenment." We have decided that
this is not a book to keep. It is a book to underline your favorite parts, make notes along the side
of your thoughts or reactions and pass it on to other family. Other families we know are doing the
same!Awesome, inspiring, motivating....what a guiding light for young teens as well as for the
parents!Thank you!  Kisses to Mollie!”

Suzanne, “Heartwarming! Pleasant! Refreshing!. As an animal lover and spiritual seeker, I have
very much enjoyed reading this book about the unconditional love Mollie the dog always shows
to everyone. Mollie never judges anybody, she is curious and welcoming, and she never worries
about the past or the future. This book has lightened up my heart, as I'd hoped it would do.
Thanks, Mollie! Thanks Michael!”

AllisonM, “review on the radical practice of loving everyone. What I liked-about this book was the
beautiful relationship Michael has with his dog - and which has rang true that all animals have
such a spiritual relationship with all their owners. I loved the quotes in the latter stages of the
books to inspire me . There is nothing not to like about this book it truly will gladden your
heartReminds me of when I was 14 and personally going through a depressing time I had a jack
Russell who helped me thru and taught me then how wonderful dogs can be to heal .I
recommend this book to anybody seeking a feel good book about kindness with some valuable
lessons on life which will truly inspire youWith much love - AllisonM”

Mary Lou Lyon-Lewis, MD, “A little kooky at times, but inspiring.. Who would have thought that a
loving dog could be so instructive? Yet, Mr. Chase as captured the essence of love in It's purest



sense. Mollie showed no pretense nor did she become arrogant. She loved consistently and with
abandon. A great lesson for everyone. There is a quiet lesson that loving with abandon brings
and that is living with abandon brings joy. We must recognize that we are all living and dying at
the same time. There is nothing to fear. Only love.”

Monika, “I love, love. I love, love, love this book!! So relatable! I love how Michael struggles with
his anger, frustrations and all, despite being on the journey to enllightment making it so very
humane! :D big thumbs up!”

DIANE L PATTERSON, “Needles and doodles. I love this book I bought it originally for my
holiday and then sent it to my Dad .I actually was laughing out loud.at times when I was reading
it .I have a golden doodle Teddy who also swallowed a needle and I felt compelled to tellMichael
so I emailed him.I got a lovely reply back from his wife.This book is absolutely a must read if you
love dogs or are on the spiritual path I have found it very informative as well as a good laugh.You
can really learn from your pets I feel sure it's meant that dog is god spelt backwards!”

D. Gallo, “Gotta love Mollie. I have just finished reading this wonderful pocket sized book. From
start to end it is so beautifully written and really observes the characteristics and traits of Mollie
and how her perception of her world can be so easily transposed to our own. Simple acts of love
and kindness can go a long way to making this world feel right........I'm off to get myself a
Mollie!!!”

Christine Mary Shelley, “animals do generally love everyone, I agree. Yes, animals do generally
love everyone, I agree.  It would be difficult to behave like them though.  Humans think differently”

The book by Michael J. Chase has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 125 people have provided feedback.
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